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Jonathan Foust 
2018 Annual Review  
 

This is annual review explores three questions*:
 

1.  What went well this year?
2.  What didn’t go so well this year?  
3.  What am I working toward?

*A tip of the hat to James Clear  (www.jamesclear.com.)

1.  What went well in 2018?  

Happy Heart and Happy Home 

Tara and I feel quite synched, enjoy what we share in common and the creativity that arises when 
we see things differently.  A big part of what makes click is a twice-weekly meditation and 
reflection and of course, date night.

The three inquires we follow for our reflection.  (We both share on each one, then move on to the 
next.)  1)  What are you grateful for?   2) What are your current challenges?   3)  What is between 
us and feeling clear / good / love?

We are truly blessed to live in the woods and near the river.
 

Health and Vitality

I feel strong and flexible

• Between swimming, paddling, hiking and a floor regime I do daily, I feel great.

Migraines are at a minimum

• I’ve continued with high dose fish oil this year, though I’m considering a vegan alternative
• I’m more aware this 6’5” body needs a combination of strength, aerobic and alignment 

practices
• I’m more aware of dehydration and the adverse affects of skipping meals which can kick off 

headaches

http://www.jamesclear.com/
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Some Main Observances that Contribute to Feeling Good

• No coffee.  I resolved this year to get off daily coffee.  Good move. A good yerba mate or 
matcha tea gives me much more steady energy and helps with hydration

• No alcohol.  Other than a wild weekend in NYC where I sampled some exotic (and delicious) 
cocktails, no alcohol at all this year.  Taking it off the table, even in social situations, works 
great for me. 

• It’s been quite a few years since I switched to barefoot / minimalist footwear. I credit this for 
generally feeling flexible with no knee or hip issues

• Improving sleep.  It’s been up and down, but I’ve explored the best practices for sleep and have 
benefitted from focusing on a regular schedule, using eye shades, ear plugs, paying attention to 
what I eat, screen time, etc

• Mostly vegan.   I still eggs and fish oil, but another year with a plant-based diet works for me.  I 
feel great physically and feel much better in my intention to live as cruelty-free as possible.  
This year I’m looking to cut back on eggs and explore fish oil alternatives

Public Speaking and Teaching

Another full year of talks, retreats and trainings.   

• 40 Dharma Talks
• 3 residential Vipassana Retreats
• 5 daylong retreats
• 2  intensive weekend retreats at Kripalu Center (The Energy Intensive)
• 1 5-day retreat at Kripalu Center (The Still, Small Voice Within)
• A presentation for staff at the National Security Council  (Got to peek into the Oval Office)
• An ongoing monthly group of CEO’s and Movers and Shakers
• A new year-long training with 30 CEO’s and Movers and Shakers
• Supported YLMx (YLM alumnae) offering experiences to the community
• Presented live-streamed classes for the US Senate and support staff here in DC and and 

around the country
• Interview with Mark Tercek, CEO of the Nature Conservancy for the Mindful Leader 

conference
• Interview with Dave Trachtenberg for his upcoming podcast on diversity
• Interview with Patricia Karpas and the Untangle Podcast 
• Interview for the Networker for a publication entitled Therapy’s Psychedelic Renaissance 
• Interview for Yoga Journal on the mindful use of psychedelics

https://www.mindfulleader.org/about
https://www.meditationstudioapp.com/untangle/
https://www.psychotherapynetworker.org/magazine/article/2308/therapys-psychedelic-renaissance
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• Presenter for an online course The Truth About Your Migraine on ‘Questions That Can Help 
You Transform Your Relationship with Pain’

• Part of what I did is tied to what I didn’t do in order to simplify.  I did not offer the Year of 
Living Mindfully, stepped down as the director of two 9-Day Meditation Teacher Trainings 
and stepped down as a guiding teacher for IMCW

 

Creative Ventures in Photography, Video and Writing

I continued to develop my skills in  photography, video and writing. Key for me is a commitment 
to produce, no matter what.   Some of what I’ve done this year:

• I shot just under 10,000 images for the year
• I shoot every day
• I write something every day (check out DayOne software for mac and ios.)
• I offered about 45 45-60 minute talks a year
• I publish many of my best photographs in my monthly newsletter, on Facebook and my site.
• I publish a minimum of one video a month
• I learned an HDR / Panorama technique which can create stunning, massive images
• I established a relationship with a skilled print professional 
• I produced two high-quality large prints for a client.  (Very exciting to see them on a wall.)
• I identified the top prints to work on next

Getting My Stuff Out There / Marketing

This year I focused on regularly publishing content through a few channels.  I didn’t actively 
promote anything or push into new areas.

• Weekly talks and meditations are distributed through itunes, youtube, spotify, my RSS feed, 
Facebook and my website

• Monthly newsletters share dharma talks, photography and a monthly video
• Photography, video, etc on Facebook
• Uploaded more meditations on Insight Timer

http://www.thetruthaboutyourmigraine.com
https://dayone.me
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Numbers

Podcast enrollment continues grew with over well over 1,000,000 (one million) downloads to 
date.

Youtube viewership is grew to almost 300,000 views this year
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Youtube subscribers keep trending up.

Website viewership has increased from last year after I moved to a new platform even though 
the new site is more of a repository for my schedule and talks. My more up-to-date stuff is on 
Facebook.  
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More Tweaks from Last Year

• It’s been one year since all-round awesome guy Jack Breslauer created a new website for me last 
year and helped me get set up on Facebook.  So much great feedback on the new site.  Thanks, 
Jack!

• Last year a big deal was to get my accounting systems up and running.  Thanks to Bonnie at 
Riley Creative as now my accounts are updated each month

Savoring

Some great adventures this year:

• Living here in the woods, next to the river with my honey and daily access to nature.  Nuff said
• Weekly “date nights” and bi-weekly check-ins with Tara
• The month of September on Cape Cod mixing creative work with outdoor adventures
• NYC boys weekend, including bowling in Brooklyn, high end cocktails and meeting the chefs 

at an amazing Italian restaurant
 

Serving

• I support IMCW’s Mentoring Program  
• I do what I can to make the teachings and practices available, including the Monday night class 

available to all without a fixed class fee and freely posting talks and meditations online
• I do what I can to make 1:1 sessions affordable with a sliding scale and available depending on 

my schedule

 

http://www.rileycreative.net
http://www.apple.com
https://www.jonathanfoust.com/upcoming-events/2017/11/30/example-event-fbs8d-rf43e-kthat-3n48k-hfw56-4lzzt-3p546-m2gdz-y5jhx-xhyya-ar9bt-md5e3-jzpsm-6ft6s-56k95-n37yl-z2xd8-ghkj3-ghrjz-69cxc-6z9ks-sx7n7-3zycb-jsnrf-nhlnl-maz73-cnhlx-47kyg-esakj
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2.  What didn't go so well this year?

The Collapse of My Big Project

I was totally psyched for this book and in order to do it, decided not to offer the Year of Living 
Mindfully this year and to cut back on teaching.

I worked a lot on the outline, developing illustrations and anecdotes, but felt it wasn’t really 
taking off. This was followed with a fair bit of churning, burning, self-recrimination and doubt.  
My big window was four open weeks on the Cape in September.  Nothing to do but work on 
this.

To my chagrin, I got sick and developed what felt like the symptoms for Lyme Disease. I did a 
treatment antibiotics and then went into a ten day funk with migraines and feeling rotten.  I was 
pretty much in despair about this project and the missed opportunity I’d been so looking forward 
to.

The catharsis came when I realized another opportunity I’d been wrestling with was actually the 
priority and what I should focus on.  Once I realized this, it was somewhat easier to set down the 
book.  I realized later that flipping these two projects made much more sense.

Moderate Marketing

Should I be more aggressive and try to get my stuff out there more in the world or trust the flow 
of things and keep creating content?  I didn’t do much to expand my reach beyond what I 
normally do.

To be honest, I haven’t felt much pressure to expand as my classes, trainings, and retreats are 
consistently full, but I have wondered if I should more actively promote my talks and offerings.

Fortunately, I feel like I have pretty good channels for releasing content and with a new project 
on the horizon, things could take off exponentially.

I haven’t done anything with Instagram or Twitter, which I thought I might pursue.
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Managing Time, Energy and the Space/Time Continuum

Whenever I go on retreat or slow down, I experience surges of wanting to simplify.

I’ve made some progress setting up systems, paring down my wardrobe to a uniform, going 
through old technology and passing it along, but I still have a ways to go before things feel 
squeaky clean and minimal.

Inevitably I am caught in the ‘so much to do and not enough time’ meme.  I don’t think that goes 
away, but I am learning to focus when I’m experiencing the peak creative states, focus on admin 
stuff when I’m not, and rest when my body tells me to.

I’m a one man band and have contemplated getting an administrative assistant, but haven’t done 
anything more than think and talk about it.

Improving My Speaking Skills

Last year I said I’d listen to my talks and actively study how to a more effective speaker.  I could 
have been more rigorous.  I did do one online course which was marginally helpful.

More More More with Photography and Video

I had set a goal in year’s past to do a photography exhibit and perhaps a book.  I then decided to 
hold back as I was improving in my capturing and post-processing skills.
 
I had intended to do more printing.  I’m happy to say I was able to set up a relationship with a 
skilled professional printer and created two prints which now hang on a wall of a client. One is 
42’x84” and the other is 42”x42.”   Absolutely thrilling to see an image that so touched me into 
form.
 
I thought I’d do more printing, but now have a better sense of the flow for this year.
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3.  What am I working toward?
 

Awake Awareness

My uber-goal is to be awake and happy regardless of the externals.  I’m all in for increasing my 
capacity for compassion, joy, kindness and creativity.

Actions and Activities:

• Daily practice
• Immersion in nature
• Immersion in the creative process
• Regular check-in’s with Tara
• Cultivating intimacy and authenticity in my relationships 
• Authentic service

Continue to Simplify 

The simpler things are, the happier I am.  I made some strides last year and want to keep the 
momentum going.

Actions and Activities:

• Do an honest / ruthless inventory of my stuff
• If it’s not F*** yes, then it’s F*** no

Continue to improve as a speaker and teacher

• Solicit more feedback
• Listen to great speakers
• Do a course on public speaking
• Stick with my rule to ‘never hold my best stuff back’
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Offer a version on The Year of Living Mindfully online

This is the big new project.  I’m looking to moving the Year of Living Mindfully into an online 
format that preserves the integrity and transformational qualities of the live program I’ve done over 
the last ten years. 

Start Live-Streaming My Weekly Class and Share Video Content

Thanks to the support of the Unitarian Universalist Church of Arlington and others, I’m looking to 
get my talks and meditations live-streamed in 2019.

I plan on offering for video clips and content online as well.

Keep Developing my Chops in Photography and Video

Photography and video is something I simply can’t not do.  The key is consistency and feedback.

Actions and Activities:

• Shoot each day
• Work on composition and editing skills through ongoing study and training 
• Continue to organize my library and develop work flows
• Publish photography and video online.  Get it out there on schedule
• Experiment with new formats
• Produce six high-quality prints this year 
• Continue working with experts for training  
 

Serve 

Teaching

• Anchor the Arlington Monday Night Class and deliver around 40 Dharma Talks
• 3 residential Vipassana Retreats
• 5 daylong retreats
• 2 intensive weekend retreats at Kripalu Center  (The Energy Intensive)
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• 5-day retreat at Kripalu Center (The Still, Small Voice Within)
• Continue with an ongoing series with this amazing group of CEO’s and business leaders
• Complete this round of the year-long program I’m offering
• Deliver a daylong on relationships with Tara
• Respond judiciously to juicy invitations that show up 
• Continue to support the course for the US Senate and support the upcoming course for the 

House of Representatives

Working 1:1

I’m cutting back on 1:1’s but will offer some sessions and will try to make myself available 
for those who are drawn to the kind of work I offer

Mentoring

I’ll continue to support the IMCW Mentoring Program as needed  

Savor

• I got a new boat!
• Daily local adventures in the woods and on the river
• A weekend in NYC with Tara
• Teaching in the Netherlands, followed by hiking in the Alps and time in Paris
• The annual boys-gone-wild adventure
• Summer week on the Cape
• Labor Day family gathering
• The month of September on the cape, mixing retreat, work and adventures

The Bottom Line

I am blessed.  

I’m committed to be as awake and open as I can be and bring kindness, compassion, excellence 
and creativity to all I do.


